


Guided Tour of the "Cannon '94" Poster Calendar

Ideally place the text over the poster's quarters, read it and ...look around: enjoy your trip!

First Quarter

Well ...folks, here we are: who said that history started

when a written record was left in memory of a fact?

Look here what a piece of history we are ..., ...uh,

carving in the stone of our age - yes, it's the Stone Age,

you know? - for you! You think you have invented

things, don't you? Look here (right) how we extract and

process oil, for instance. Hand-pumped from the wells

till a very functional refinery, distilled and combined in

various ways, it becomes a precious source of raw

materials for a new, rising industry: plastics! For

instance, take this factory (below) where skilled

craftsmen produce a wonder of the technology:

refrigerators, magic boxes where we can safely store

our food for a long time. They hand-carve a cabinet in

the white stone of our hills, and apply inside them a layer

of insulating foam, obtained blending in equal doses

Isocyanate and Polyol, two products derived from oil.

When the foam is hard, refrigerator are sent to the

village market, for immediate sale. Do you realize that

we can't keep pace with the request?

Third Quarter

Marketing, we say, it's marketing, not manufacturing,

that drives the world forward! Look this hectic

marketplace: all the furniture, refrigerators and vehicle

parts produced in our industrial estate find their

customers here, where people meet, talk, comment

today's news and - most of all - buy! Our people can

now store the meat of a whole dino (yes, we eat

dinosaurs, don't you?) when they can hunt a good one,

without being forced to eat it all before it rots. Thanks to

plastics and foams we can now seat more comfortably -

do you realize how hard the life in Stone Age is? - both

in our homes and in our dino-pulled vehicles. This

modernization looks good to us. Well, you don't get roses

without thorns: we suffer some minor disadvantages,

too: traffic jams... you thought you invented them, too?

With all these new, larger vehicles, delivering goods to

our shops downtown we've had to put a traffic

controller, and we're thinking of something even more

drastic: bring back the center to pedestrians! Early or

later, we'll get there, I'm sure about it!

Second Quarter

Technology runs fast, in our age: when we realized that

a soft seat is more comfortable than a slab of stone,

we've started a factory of foamed seats, that supplies

two rising sectors of our industry: furniture and

transportation. Stone inserts - to support the foam - are

carved to size, and inserted in stone-made moulds, then

a blend of reactive foam is poured over them. The

moulds are immediately closed, and after a while a

beautiful seat is extracted, ready to be used in one of

our modern caverns or on our four-wheelers. To

produce them faster, we've put more moulds on a sort

of wheel (a merry-go-round, as we will call them when

we use them for more funny purposes) and now our

workers work under a really tough cycletime. Is the

stress something that you thought you discovered first?

Fourth Quarter

Well, you have seen it all, folks!

We are in Stone Age, after all. Not very much happens

here, yet, and when something new strikes our routine,

we make a very long story, with it. Heavens knows

what will happen in the coming years: this frantic

developments will surely change our way of living.

We've been told that "the evolution continues", and we

can't wait to seeing it all!

See you next year: enjoy this 94th year of our Age, in

the meantime!
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